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We investigate the Lie structure of the Lie superalgebra K of skew elements of
a unital simple associative superalgebra A with superinvolution over a field of
characteristic not 2. It is proved that if A is more than 16-dimensional over its
w xcenter Z, then any Lie ideal U of K satisfies either U : Z or U = K, K ;
w x w xmoreover, any Lie ideal U of K, K satisfies either U : Z or U s K, K . In
w x Ž w x.particular, K, K r Z l K, K is a simple Lie superalgebra. Q 1998 Academic
Press
INTRODUCTION
w xIf we consider Kac's classification 8 of finite-dimensional simple Lie
superalgebras over an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, we
will find in it two series of examples of classical simple Lie superalgebras
Ž Ž .the orthosymplectic superalgebras osp m, n , m, n G 1, which comprise
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .the families B m, n , D m, n and C n , and the superalgebras P n ,
.n G 2 that are superalgebras of skew-symmetric elements with respect to
a superinvolution in a simple associative superalgebra.
It is natural to ask whether the simplicity of these Lie superalgebras of
skew-symmetric elements is really a consequence of the simplicity of the
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associative superalgebra with superinvolution. We will show in this paper
that this is indeed the case.
Classically, this situation has been studied in the context of rings with
w x w xinvolution by Herstein 5 and Baxter 1 . They have proved the following
results, in which R is a simple ring of characteristic different from 2 with
an involution, K is the Lie ring of skew-symmetric elements of R under
this involution, and Z denotes the center of R.
THEOREM 1. If R is more than 4-dimensional o¤er its center, then K, the
subring of the simple ring R generated by K, is R.
THEOREM 2. If R is a simple ring with in¤olution of characteristic not 2
and if R is more than 16-dimensional o¤er Z, then any Lie ideal U of K must
w xsatisfy either U : Z or U = K, K .
THEOREM 3. If R is as in the pre¤ious theorem and if U is a Lie ideal of
w x w x w x Ž w x.K, K , then either U : Z or U s K, K . That is, K, K r Z l K, K is a
simple Lie ring.
We generalize these results to the case of superalgebras with superinvo-
lution. Our main results are Theorems 4.2, 5.7, and 6.4, which are just the
superanalogues of Theorems 1]3.
Notice that the Lie structure of simple superalgebras without superinvo-
w x w xlution was studied by F. Montaner 9 and S. Montgomery 11 .
1. ASSOCIATIVE SUPERALGEBRAS
Let F be a field characteristic different from 2. A superalgebra is a
Ž .Z -graded algebra A s A [ A , A A : A a , b g Z . If a g A ,2 0 1 a b aqb 2 a
then a is homogeneous of degree a , and we write a s a . Elements from
A are called e¤en and elements from A are called odd. For the0 1
remainder of this paper, if a appears in some expression, it is tacitly
assumed that a is homogeneous and that the expression extends over the
rest of the elements by linearity.
Ž .If A s A [ A is a superalgebra, then A is a nongraded superalge-0 1 0
bra of A. We will say that A is tri¤ial if A s 0.1
A superalgebra is said to be simple if it does not have nontrivial proper
Ž .graded ideals and the multiplication is not trivial.
An associati¤e superalgebra is just an associative Z -graded algebra,2
although this is not true for other varieties of algebras like Lie or Jordan,
Ž .or even for proper subvarieties of associative algebras see Section 2 .
Every associative superalgebra will be supposed to be nontri¤ial, and
Žunital, in which case the unit is an even element in particular, A is also0
.unital .
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Ž .By the center Z A of an associative superalgebra A we mean a usual
Ž . Ž .not super! center of A as an algebra. Notice that Z A / 0, since A is
Ž . Ž . Ž .unital. It is clear that Z A is a graded subalgebra of A; i.e., Z A s
Ž . Ž . Ž .Z A [ Z A . We will use the notation Z s Z A . It can be shown0 1 0
Ž w x.that if A is simple, then Z is an extension field of F see 10 . An
associative superalgebra is called central if Z s F.
The following are basic examples of nontrivial unital central simple
Ž w x.associative superalgebras in examples 1 and 2 we use the notation of 7 .
EXAMPLE 1.1. Let V s V [ V be a ¤ector superspace. Then the asso-0 1
Ž . Ž .ciative algebra End V is provided with the induced Z -grading End V2
Ž . Ž .s End V [ End V , in which0 1
<End V s a g End V a V : V .Ž . Ž . 4Ž .a b bqa
Suppose that dim V s r G 1 and dim V s s G 1. Translating this into0 1
Ž < .the language of matrices, we obtain a superalgebra M r s , whose underly-
ing algebra is that of square matrices of order r q s and whose Z -grading2
is determined in the following way:
A 0<M r s s A g M F , D g M F ,Ž . Ž . Ž .0 r s½ 50 D
0 B<M r s s B g M F , C g M F .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 r , s s , r½ 5C 0
Ž Ž < ..It can be proved that Z M r s s 0.1
Ž . Ž < .We will use the notation M r s M r r .
Ž .EXAMPLE 1.2. Let n G 1 and let us consider the superalgebra M n of
Ž . Ž .Example 1.1. The following superalgebra Q n is a graded subalgebra of
Ž .M n :
A BQ n s A , B g M F .Ž . Ž .n½ 5B A
Ž Ž ..It can be proved that Z Q n s Fu, where1
0 Iu s .
I 0
EXAMPLE 1.3. A very simple example if F [ Fu, with 0 / u2 g F. This
Ž . Ž .superalgebra is isomorphic to Q 1 . Since it is commutative, Z F [ Fu 1
s Fu.
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Ž . Ž .EXAMPLE 1.4. Now let Q a , b be a generalized quaternion algebra,
 4 2 2with basis 1, u, ¤ , u¤ , such that u s a , ¤ s b , and ¤u s yu¤ . The
Ž .choice of u and ¤ to be odd determines a Z -grading in Q a , b , in which2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Q a , b s F 1, u¤ and Q a , b s F u, ¤ . It is said that Q a , b is a0 1
Ž .quaternion superalgebra. Moreover, if Q a , b is split, then it is isomorphic
Ž . Ž Ž ..to M 1 . It can be proved that Z Q a , b s 0.1
EXAMPLE 1.5. Let V be a vector space and q be a quadratic form
defined on V. The tensor algebra of V is an associative superalgebra
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .T V s T V [ T V , where T V s F q V m V q ??? and T V s0 1 0 1
Ž . Ž Ž . < . Ž .V q V m V m V q ??? . The ideal I q s ¤ m ¤ y q ¤ ¤ g V of T V is
a graded ideal, since it is generated by homogeneous elements. Hence the
Ž . Ž . Ž .Clifford algebra C V, q s T V rI q is in fact an associative superalge-
Ž .bra, which is called the Clifford superalgebra of the quadratic space V, q .
Ž .If q is nondegenerate, then C V, q is a central simple superalgebra.
Ž .Notice that Examples 1.3 and 1.4 are the particular cases of C V, q with
Ž Ž ..dim V s 1 and dim V s 2. It can be proved that Z C V, q s 0 if and1
only if dim V is even.
Ž .If A is a simple associative superalgebra and Z s Z A , we will say0
Ž .that A is C n if there exist a Z-vector space V of dimension n and a
Ž .nondegenerate quadratic form q defined on V such that A and C V, q
are isomorphic as superalgebras over Z. For example, a quaternion super-
Ž .algebra is C 2 .
2. LIE AND JORDAN STRUCTURES IN
ASSOCIATIVE SUPERALGEBRAS
A Grassmann superalgebra G is defined to be the Clifford superalgebra
Ž .C V, q , where V is of denumerable dimension and q is identically zero on
<V. In other words, G s alg - 1, e , e , . . . e e q e e s 0, ; i, j s1 2 i j j i
1, 2, . . . ) endowed with the natural Z -grading G s G [ G , where2 0 1
e ??? e g G if n is even and e ??? e g G if n is odd.i i 0 i e i 11 n 1 n
Given a superalgebra A s A [ A , we consider the tensor product0 1
Ž .G m A. Its subalgebra G A s G m A q G m A is called the Grass-0 0 1 1
mann en¤elope of the superalgebra A.
Now let V be a homogeneous variety of algebras, for example, that of
associative, Lie, or Jordan algebras. We say that a superalgebra A s A [0
Ž .A is a V-superalgebra if G A g V.1
Ž .It can be proved that G A g V if and only if A satisfies a certain
system of graded identities, depending on the variety. For example, the
Ž .associativity of G A is equivalent to that of A, which makes the foregoing
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definition consistent with that in Section 1. On the other hand, a superal-
gebra is a Lie superalgebra if it satisfies the following graded identities
Ž .super-anticommutative and super-Jacobi :
abw x w xa, b s y y1 b , a ;Ž .
abw x w x w xa, b , c s a, b , c q y1 b , a, c ,Ž .
where x means the parity of x: x s i if x g A , i s 0, 1. An analogousi
Ž w x .statement is true for a Jordan superalgebra see 3 , for example .
Let A be an associative superalgebra. We define two new multiplica-
tions on A by the following expressions:
abw xa, b s ab y y1 ba;Ž .
aba( b s ab q y1 ba.Ž .
We obtain in this way two new superalgebras Ay and Aq with the same
w xgrading as A. If A s A , then we have a, b s ab y ba, a( b s ab q ba,0
and it is well known that in this case Ay is a Lie algebra and Aq is a
Ž y. Ž .yJordan algebra. Straightforward calculations show that G A s G A
Ž q. Ž .q Ž . Ž .and G A s G A , where G A is considered as an ordinary even
algebra; hence Ay is a Lie superalgebra and Aq is a Jordan superalgebra.
Ž .A graded subspace of A is said to be a Lie ideal of A if it is an ideal of
y w xA . Notice that A, A , the subspace generated by all the elements of the
w xform a, b , is a Lie ideal of A. Hence, it also makes sense to speak about
w xLie ideals of A, A .
3. SUPERINVOLUTIONS IN ASSOCIATIVE SUPERALGEBRAS
Let A be an associative superalgebra. A superin¤olution on A is a
Ž U .UZ -graded linear map ): A “ A such that, for all a, b g A, a s a and2
U U UabŽ . Ž .ab s y1 b a .
If ) is a superinvolution on A, then the restriction of ) to A is an0
involution on A . Moreover, it is easy to see that 1U s 1.0
w xThe following are basic examples of superinvolutions 8 .
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let V s V [ V be a vector superspace with dim V s0 1 0
Ž .r G 1 and dim V s s G 1. Let , be a nondegenerate super-symmetric1
Ž .bilinear form on V; i.e., the restriction of , to V is symmetric, the0
Ž . Ž .restriction of , to V is skew-symmetric in particular, s s 2 t is even ,1
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and V and V are orthogonal. The adjoint endomorphism aU of a g0 1
Ž .End V is defined by
a¤ Ua ¤ , w s y1 ¤ , a w .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Straightforward calculations show that the map a ‹ aU defines a superin-
Ž .volution on End V , which we call orthosymplectic superin¤olution and will
denote by osp.
Ž .Let us translate this into the language of matrices. Let H g M Fr
Ž Ž ..respectively, K g M F be the matrix associated with the restriction ofs
Ž . Ž ., to V respectively, to V . Notice that H is a symmetric matrix, K is0 1
a skew-symmetric matrix, and both H and K are invertible. It is easily
Ž < .checked that the orthosymplectic superinvolution on M r s is given by
o s p y1 t
A B H 0 A yB H 0s ,
C D 0 K C D 0 K
where t denotes the usual matrix transposition.
Ž .EXAMPLE 3.2. Let us consider now the superalgebra M r . We will call
Ž .the following superinvolution defined on M r a transposition superin¤olu-
tion, and we will denote it by trp:
t r p t tD yBA B s .
t tC D C A
Let A be an associative superalgebra with superinvolution ). An
element a g A is called symmetric if aU s a and skew-symmetric if aU s
Ž .  < U 4ya. Both the set H s H A, ) s a g A a s a of symmetric elements
Ž .  < U 4and the set K s K A, ) s a g A a s ya of skew elements are graded
subspaces of A. Since the characteristic of F is different from 2, it is
Ž U . Žobvious that H l K s 0; moreover, given a g A, a s a q a r2 q a y
U . Ž U . Ž U .a r2, with a q a r2 g H and a y a r2 g K ; hence A s H [ K.
The following containments are straightforward to check, and they will
w x w xbe used throughout without explicit mention: K, K : K, K, H : H,
w xH, H : K, H( H : H, H( K : K, and K ( K : H. In particular, K is a
subalgebra of Ay; hence it is a Lie superalgebra. And H is a subalgebra
of Aq; hence it is a Jordan superalgebra.
The interplay between the superinvolution and the center will be shown
Ž .U Ž .to be decisive in our work. First, notice that Z A : Z A ; hence )
induces an involution on Z. If this involution is the identity map, then ) is
said to be of the first kind, and it is said to be of the second kind in the
contrary case. In other words, ) is of the first kind if Z : H, and of the
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second kind if Z › H. We will use the notation Z s Z l H, Z s Z l K.H K
Notice that Z s Z if and only if ) is of the first kind.H
Let A be a simple associative superalgebra with superinvolution ).
w xThen one has the following lemmas, whose proof can be found in 2 .
LEMMA 3.1. If the superin¤olution ) is of the second kind, then Z is aH
w xsubfield of Z with Z : Z s 2. Furthermore, if 0 / q g Z , then H s qK,H K
K s qH, Z s qZ , and Z s qZ .H K K H
Notice that ) is always a Z -superinvolution and that it is a Z-superin-H
volution if and only if ) is of the first kind.
Ž .LEMMA 3.2. If Z A / 0, then the superin¤olution ) is of the second1
kind.
This lemma is used essentially in the proof of the following.
THEOREM 3.1. The following simple associati¤e superalgebras do not
admit superin¤olutions:
Ž . Ž .i Q n for all N G 1.
Ž . 2ii F [ Fu with 0 / u g F.
Ž . Ž .iii C V, q if V is of odd dimension and q is nondegenerate.
Ž . Ž .iv A di¤ision quaternion superalgebra Q a , b .
Ž . Ž .Proof. Suppose first that A is one of the superalgebras of items i , ii ,
Ž .or iii in the list above and that ) is a superinvolution on A. It was
noticed in Section 1 that A is central, i.e., Z s F; hence ) is a Z-superin-
volution and consequently it is of the first kind. On the other hand, it was
Ž .also noticed in Section 1 that Z A / 0. Therefore, by Lemma 3.2, ) is of1
the second kind, a contradiction.
Ž .  4Suppose now that ) is a superinvolution on Q a , b , and let 1, u, ¤ , u¤
Ž . 2 2be a basis of Q a , b , with u s a , ¤ s b , and ¤u s yu¤ . Let a, b, c, d
g F such that uU s au q b¤ and ¤U s cu q d¤ . Imposing the necessary
conditions for ) to be a superinvolution and making calculations, we
U Ž .U Uobtain a s d s 0; hence ) is determined by 1 s 1, u¤ s yu¤ , u s
b¤ , and ¤U s cu, with bc s 1. Furthermore, it must satisfy the relation
b b s yac. Now let us consider the nonzero element u q b¤. Its norm is
2Ž . Ž .n u q b¤ s ya y b b s 0, which proves that Q a , b must be split.
Notice that this theorem does not exclude the possibility of the existence
Ž .of a superinvolution of the second kind in a simple not central associative
superalgebra that is of one of the above-mentioned types as a superalgebra
over Z.
Ž .If a quaternion superalgebra Q a , b is split, then it is isomorphic to
Ž .M 1 . The following theorem classifies all superinvolutions in this super-
algebra.
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Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.2. The only two superin¤olutions on M 1 are trp and trp p,
Ž . Ž . Žwhere p is the automorphism of M 1 gi¤en by p a q a s a y a the0 1 0 1
.parity automorphism .
Ž .Proof. Let ) be a superinvolution on M 1 , and let us consider the
 4 Ž .standard basis e , e , e , e of M 1 . It is easy to see that 0, 1, e , and11 22 12 21 11
Ž .e are the only even idempotents of M 1 , and that if e is one of them,22
then eU is also idempotent. Since 0U s 0 and 1U s 1, there are exactly two
Ž . U U Ž . U Upossibilities: i e s e , e s e ; ii e s e , e s e . Let us write in,11 11 22 22 11 22 22 11
any case, eU s xe q ye , eU s ze q te . Imposing the necessary con-12 12 21 21 12 21
ditions for ) to be a superinvolution and making calculations, we arrive at
Ž .the following: in case i , an inconsistent system of equations, and in case
Ž .ii , x s "1, y s z s 0, t s .1. Hence there are exactly two possibilities
for ):
U
a b d ybs ;c ac d
U
a b d bs .yc ac d
In the first case, ) s trp is the transposition superinvolution, and in the
Ž .second case, ) s trp p is the composition of trp with the parity automor-
phism.
For the remainder of this paper we assume that A is a simple associa-
tive superalgebra with superinvolution ), K is the Lie superalgebra of
skew elements of A, H is the Jordan superalgebra of symmetric elements
Ž .of A, and Z is Z A , the even part of the center of the algebra A.0
4. GENERATION OF A BY K
Let K be the subsuperalgebra of A generated by K. We prove in this
section that, with some exceptions, K s A.
LEMMA 4.1. K 2 is a Lie ideal of A.
U U Ul aŽ . Ž .Proof. Let k, l g K and a g A. Since la y la s la y y1 a l s
U U U U U U Ul a k aŽ . Ž . Ž .la q y1 a l g K and ka y ka s ka y y1 ak s ka q
k a Žkq l .aŽ . w x Ž . Žy1 ak g K , we get that kl, a s kla y y1 akl s k la q
U Ul a l a k a 2 2 2Ž . . Ž . Ž Ž . . w xy1 a l y y1 ka q y1 ak l g K ; hence K , A : K .
THEOREM 4.1. If U is a subalgebra and a Lie ideal of A, then either
Ž .U : Z or U s A, except if A is C 2 .
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w xProof. Let us first support that U, U / 0. Then for some homoge-
w x w x w xneous u, ¤ g U, u, ¤ / 0. For any a g A, u, ¤a is in U; that is, u, ¤ a q
u¤Ž . w xy1 ¤ u, a is in U. The second member of this is in U, since both ¤ and
w x Ž .u, a are in U since U is both a Lie ideal and a subalgebra . The net
w x ww x xresult of all this is that u, ¤ A : U. But then for a, b g A, u, ¤ a, b s
Žuq¤qa .bw x Ž . w x w xu, ¤ ab y y1 b u, ¤ a g U, leading to A u, ¤ A : U. Since A is
w xsimple and A u, ¤ A is a nontrivial ideal of A, we arrive in this case at
U s A.
w x w xSuppose now that U, U s 0. Then, by Theorem 3.1 of 9 , U : Z,
Ž .except if A is C 2 .
THEOREM 4.2. The subsuperalgebra K of A generated by K coincides with
Ž .A, except if A is C 2 .
2 2 2Proof. Lt K be the subsuperalgebra of A generated by K . Since K
2is a Lie ideal of A by Lemma 4.1, K is both a subalgebra and a Lie ideal
Ž .of A. We will suppose in the sequel that A is not C 2 . Then, by Theorem
2 24.1, either K : Z or K s A. In the second case it is obvious that K s A,
and we are finished.
2 2 2Ž . Ž .So, suppose that K : Z. Equivalently, K : Z and K s 0. Let us0 1
first consider the possibility K s 0, i.e., A s H . If a, b g A , then0 0 0 0
Ž .U U U Ž .ab s ab s b a s ba; hence A is commutative. Since A is not C 2 ,0
w x 2A is commutative by Lemma 2.5 of 9 ; in fact, A s Z [ Zu with 0 / u g
Z, and ) is a Z-superinvolution. This contradicts Theorem 3.1. Hence
K / 0, and we choose a nonzero element a g K .0 0
Let us now suppose that aK s 0. If h g H , then hah g K ; hence0 0 0
Ž .2ahah s 0. Let x s h q k g A , with h g H and k g K . Then ax s0 0 0
Ž . Ž .a h q k a h q k s 0. Since aA / 0, A contains a nonzero nilpotent0 0
w xideal by Lemma 1.1 of 5 , which is a contradiction, since A is semiprime0
w xby Lemma 1.1 of 9 . Therefore aK / 0, and we can choose an element0
Ž 2 .b g K such that ab / 0. Since 0 / ab g K : Z, a must be invertible0 0
in A.
Ž 2 .Let c g K . Then ac g K s 0; hence c s 0, since a is invertible.1 1
Ž .Thus K s 0 and A s H . If there exists an element u g Z A satisfy-1 1 1 1
2 Ž .U U U 2ing u s 1, then 1 s uu s yu u s yu s y1, which is a contradic-
w xtion. Hence A is a simple algebra by Lemma 3 of 10 .
Ž . Ž 2 .U U Ž .UNow let z g Z A and x g A . Since A s H , z x s x zz s1 1 1 1
yxU zU zU s yxz2 s yz 2 x; hence z 2 x g K s 0. This proves z 2A s 0.1 1
w x 2 2By Lemma 1 of 10 , A s A ; thus zAz s z A s 0. But A is semiprime0 1 0
w x Ž .by Lemma 1.1 of 9 ; therefore z s 0. This proves Z A s 0. We deduce1
Ž .from this that since Z A s Z, A is central simple as an algebra over Z.
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Let us again consider the element a g K , which is invertible in A.0
2 Ž 2 . y1 y1 Ž 2 .0 / a s j g Z for K : Z; hence a s j a. Since aK : K :0 0 0
Z, K : Zay1 s Za.0
If h g H commutes with a, then ha must be in K ; hence ha s a a for0 0
some a g Z, leading us to h s a g Z. In other words, the only even
symmetrics commuting with a are those in the center. Given h g H ,0
Žh( a g K ; hence ha q ah s ma with m g Z notice that K s Z a by0 h 0 H
. Ž . Ž . Ž .2the above . Thus h y mr2 a q a h y mr2 s 0. But then h y mr2 is
Ž .2an even symmetric element that commutes with a; therefore h y mr2
must be in Z.
Let x s h q K g A with h g H , k s la g K , l g Z. As before,0 0 0
Ž .2 Ž .ha q ah s ma with m g Z , and h y mr2 g Z. Moreover, h y mr2 aH
Ž . Ž .2 Ž .2 Ž .2q a h y mr2 s 0; hence x y mr2 s h y mr2 q la s h y mr2
ŽŽ . Ž .. 2 2 Ž .2 2 2 Žq l h y mr2 a q a h y mr2 q l a s h y mr2 q l a . But h y
.2 2 2 Ž .2mr2 , l a g Z; hence x y mr2 g Z. Therefore, A is a quadratic0
algebra over Z.
It is not difficult to prove that A is in fact a composition algebra over0
Z. In particular, A is finite-dimensional over Z, and either A is0 0
commutative or A is central simple over Z. Since A2 s A , we get that A0 1 0
is also finite-dimensional over Z.
Ã Ã ÃIf Z is an algebraic closure of Z, then A s Z m A is a finite-dimen-Z
Ãsional simple superalgebra over Z, which is also simple as an algebra
Ž w x. w xTheorem 2 of 10 . By Theorem 2.6 of 7 , we get that there exist r, s G 1
Ã ÃŽ < .such that A is isomorphic to M r s over Z.
Ž Ž . .Suppose that A is central simple over Z in particular, Z A s Z .0 0
Ã Ã Ã ÃThen A s Z m A is a simple algebra over Z. On the other hand, A is0 Z 0 0
Ã ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .isomorphic to M Z [ M Z , which is not a simple algebra r, s G 1 .r s
This contradiction proves that A is commutative.0
Ž .Since Z A s 0 and A is nontrivial, A is not commutative. Since A is1 0
Ž . w xcommutative, A must be C 2 by Lemma 2.5 of 9 , a contradiction.
With respect to the exceptional case of the theorem, let us suppose that
Ž .A is C 2 and that the superinvolution ) is of the first kind; that is, ) is a
Z-superinvolution. By Theorem 3.1, A, being a quaternion superalgebra
Ž .over Z, must be split and hence isomorphic to M 1 as a superalgebra over
Z. By Theorem 3.2, we may suppose that the superinvolution ) is trp; i.e.,
it is given by
t r p
a b d ybs .c ac d
Straightforward calculations show that
a bK s K M 1 , trp s a, b g Z .Ž .Ž . ½ 50 ya
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Therefore K / A, since it is evident that every matrix from K has 0 in its
Ž .2, 1 -entry.
The following results give some relationships between H and K.
Ž .THEOREM 4.3. H s K ( K and A s K q K ( K, except if A is C 2 .
abw x Ž .Proof. If a, b g K, then a, b s ab y y1 ba g K, a( b s ab q
abŽ . w xy1 ba g K ( K, and hence 2 ab s a, b q a( b g K q K ( K. There-
fore K 2 : K q K ( K.
Ž . Ž .Let a, b, c g K. On one hand, a( b (c g K ( K ( K : H( K : K ; on
cbw x w x w x Ž . w xthe other, a( b, c s a( b, c s a( b, c q y1 a, c ( b g K ( K.
Ž . Ž .Adding up as before gives 2 a( b c g K q K ( K. Therefore K ( K K :
K q K ( K.
We deduce from the preceding containments that K 3 s K 2K : K 2 q
Ž . nK ( K K : K q K ( K. Continuing, we get by induction that K : K q
K ( K for all n.
nNow taking Theorem 4.2 into account, we obtain that A s K s ÝK :
K q K ( K. Therefore A s K q K ( K, and it is now obvious that H s
K ( K.
Ž .COROLLARY 4.1. If A is not C 2 and dim K s n, then dim A FZ ZH
n q n2.
 4Proof. By the theorem, A s K q K ( K. Now if k , . . . , k is a basis of1 n
 < 4K over Z , then k ( k i, j s 1, . . . , n generates K ( K over Z . Hence,H i j H
2A is at most of dimension n q n over Z.
5. LIE STRUCTURE OF K
We start with superinvolutions of the second kind, which are easier to
deal with.
THEOREM 5.1. If the superin¤olution ) is of the second kind and U is a
w x Ž .Lie ideal of K, then either U : Z or U = K, K , except if A is C 2 .
Proof. Let 0 / q g Z and consider the Z-subspace ZU generated byk
w x w x w xU. By Lemma 3.1, H s qK ; hence ZU, A s ZU, K q qK s ZU, K q
w xZU, qK : ZU. Therefore, ZU is a Lie ideal of A.
Ž .Suppose first that A is not commutative; in particular, A is not C 2 .0
w x w xBy Theorem 3.1 of 9 , either ZU : Z or ZU = A, A . In the first case it
is obvious that U : Z.
w xLet us now consider the second case, namely ZU = A, A . We have
w x w x w x w xZ U q qZ U s ZU = A, A s K, K q q K, K ; hence Z U = K, KH H H
for Z U is the skew part of ZU.H
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w x ww x w xxSince A is not commutative, A, A s A, A , A, A by Lemma 3 of0
w x w x w x ww x w xx ww x w xx3 . Hence K, K q q K, K s K, K , K, K q q K, K , K, K , and
w x ww x w xxby equating the skew parts we obtain that K, K s K, K , K, K . From
w x w x w xthis we finally get that U = U, K s U, Z K s Z U, K =H H
ww x w xx w xK, K , K, K s K, K .
Ž .Suppose now that A is commutative, but A is not C 2 ; then A is0
w x Žcommutative by Lemma 2.5 of 9 . We distinguish two cases Lemma 3 of
w x.10 :
Ž . Ž .i A is a simple algebra. Then A s Z A is a field. If we take
Ž .0 / q g Z , 0 / u g K : A s Z A , then it is easily checked thatK 1 1 1
 4 U U U Ž .U1, q, u, qu is a Z -basis of A with 1 s 1, q s yq, u s yu, qu sH
 4 2 w x 2qu. In this case, q, u is a Z -basis of K. Since u is skew, u, u s 2u s zqH
w xwith 0 / z g Z ; hence K, K s Z q s Z . Let 0 / lq q mu g U withH H K
w x wl, m g Z . If m s 0, it is clear that K, K : U. if m / 0, then lq qH
x w x w xmu, u s m u, u s m zq g U; hence K, K : U also. In fact, there are
w xonly three possibilities for U, namely: U s 0, U s K, K s Z , or U s K.K
Ž . Ž . 2ii A is simple and A s A u with u g Z A and u s 1. Since0 1 0 1
U U U Ž .U U Uu g A , there exists q g A such that u s qu. 1 s 1 s uu s yu u1 0
Ž .Ž . 2 2 2 UU Ž .U U U Us y qu qu s yu q s yq and u s u s qu s q u s q qu.
Hence qUq s 1 and qU s yq; i.e., 0 / q g K s Z . Now it is easy to0 K
 4 U U Ucheck that 1, q, u, qu is a Z -basis of A with 1 s 1, q s yq, u s qu,H
Ž .U  4qu s u. In this case, q, u y qu is a Z -basis of K. Taking into accountH
2 2 w x w x w xthat q s y1 and u s 1, we get u y qu, u y qu s u, u y 2 q u, u q
2w x w x Ž .q u, u s y4q; hence K, K s Z q s Z . Let 0 / lq q m u y qu gH K
w xU with l, m g Z . If m s 0, it is clear that K, K : U. If m / 0, thenH
w Ž . x w xlq q m u y qu , u y qu s y4mq g U; hence K, K : U also. In fact,
in this case, too, there are only three possibilities for U, namely: U s 0,
w xU s K, K s Z , or U s K.K
We will need in the next section the following facts about the structure
w xof K, K obtained during the proof of this theorem.
COROLLARY 5.1. Under the conditions of Theorem 5.1, if A is not0
w x ww x w xxcommutati¤e, then K, K s K, K , K, K , and if A is commutati¤e,0
w xthen K, K s Z .K
Now we can focus our attention on the case of superinvolutions of the
first kind. While many of the results to follow hold irrespective of the
nature of the superinvolution, we henceforth assume in this section that
the superinvolution ) is of the first kind.
LEMMA 5.1. Let U be a Lie ideal of K, and let u, ¤ g U, h g H. Then
w xu(¤ , h g U.
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Proof. The following graded identity is straightforward:
x yw x w x w xx( y , z s x , y( z q y1 y , x( z .Ž .
u¤w x w x Ž . w xBy this identity, u(¤ , h s u, ¤ ( h q y1 ¤ , u( h . Now u( h, ¤ ( h
w x w x w xg K ( H : K ; hence u, ¤ ( h , ¤ , u( h g U, K : U.
LEMMA 5.2. Let U be a Lie subsuperalgebra of K. Then the subsuperalge-
‘ i 1Ž . Ž .bra U generated by U in A is gi¤en by U s Ý U, ( , where U, ( s U,is1
iq1 i ‘ 2 iy1Ž . Ž . Ž .and for i ) 1, U, ( s U, ( (U. In particular, U l K s Ý U, ( .is1
ÄProof. Denote the sum in the lemma by U. It suffices to show that
Ä Ä Ä Ä w xUU : U. It is obvious that U(U : U. Furthermore, we have U, U : U;
i Ä iq1wŽ . x wŽ . xso assume that U, ( , U : U for some i G 1. Then U, ( , U s
i i i Ä ÄwŽ . x wŽ . x Ž . w xU, ( (U, U : U, ( , U (U q U, ( ( U, U : U(U : U, which
Ä Äw x w xproves that U, U : U. Since 2 ab s a, b q a( b for homogeneous ele-
Ä Ä Äments a, b, this proves that UU : U, and U s U.
‘ Ž .2 iy1Finally, the inclusions K ( K : H, K ( H : K imply Ý U, ( : K,is1
‘ Ž .2 iÝ U, ( : H. Since A s H [ K is a vector space direct sum, it followsis1
‘ 2 iy1Ž .easily that U l K s Ý U, ( .is1
w xLEMMA 5.3. Let U be a Lie ideal of K such that U s A. Then U > K, K .
‘ 2 iy1Ž .Proof. By Lemma 5.2, K s U s Ý U, ( . Therefore, it sufficesK is1
wŽ .2 iy1 x w xto prove that U, ( , K : U for any i G 1. Since U, K : U, we may
wŽ .2 iy1 xmake the induction assumption that U, ( , K : U for some i G 1.
Then,
2 iq1 2 iU, ( , K s U, ( (U, KŽ . Ž .
2 i 2 i: U, ( , U( K q U, U, ( ( KŽ . Ž .
2 iy1 w x: U, ( (U, H q U, H( KŽ .
2 iy1 2 iy1 w x: U, ( , U( H q U, U, ( ( H q U, KŽ . Ž .
2 iy1 w x w x: U, ( , K q U, K ( H q U : U q U, K s U,Ž .
and the lemma is proved.
w xLEMMA 5.4. Let M and S be subsuperspaces of A such that M, S : S
and M s A; that is, the set M generates A as a superalgebra. Then
Ž . Ž .  < 4i If S / 0 , then the set W s w g A wS s 0 s 0.
Ž .ii If there exists 0 / a g A such that Aa : S, then S s A.
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Proof. It is obvious that AW : W. Furthermore, let w g W, s g S,
m g M. Then we have
m sw x0 s w m , s s wms y y1 wsm s wms,Ž .
which proves that WM : W and WM : W. Therefore, WA : W, and W is
Ž .an ideal of A. Since A is simple and unital, it follows that W s 0, and i is
proved.
Ž .  < 4To prove ii , consider the set L s a g A Aa : S . Evidently, L is a
left ideal of A. We claim that LA : L as well. Observe first that the
w x w xinclusion M, S : S implies M, S : S. Furthermore, let m g M, a g L,
mŽ xqa.w x Ž . w xx g A; then xa g S. Hence m, xa s mxa y y1 xam g M, S :
Ž .S. Since a g L, we have mxa s mx a g S, which gives xam g S and
am g L. Since M s A, this proves that LA : L and L is an ideal of A. By
2the condition of the lemma L / 0; hence L s A and A s A s AL : S.
LEMMA 5.5. Suppose that K s A, and let U be a Lie ideal of K. Then
w xeither U s A or u(¤ , w s 0 for all u, ¤ , w g U.
w xProof. Let u, ¤ g U, h g H, k g K. By Lemma 5.1, u(¤ , h g U. On
the other hand,
k¤w x w x w xu(¤ , k s u( ¤ , k q y1 u , k (¤ g U,Ž .
w x w x w xsince u, k , ¤ , k g K, U : U. Since A s H [ K, this proves that
w xu(¤ , A : U.
w xNow let w g U, a g A. By the above, u(¤ , aw g U. But
Ž .uq¤ aw x w x w xu(¤ , aw s u(¤ , a w q y1 a u(¤ , w ,Ž .
w x w xand clearly u(¤ , a w g U, since u(¤ , a g U and w g U. Consequently,
w x w xa u(¤ , w g U; that is, A u(¤ , w : U.
Ž . w xNow applying Lemma 5.4 ii to M s K, S s U, a s u(¤ , w , we get
w xthat either U s A or u(¤ , w s 0 for all u, ¤ , w g U.
This lemma, together with Lemma 5.3, enables us to establish the key
fact contained in the next theorem.
Ž .THEOREM 5.2. Suppose that A is not C 2 and let U be a Lie ideal of K.
w x w xThen either U = K, K or u(¤ , w s 0 for all u, ¤ , w g U.
Ž .Proof. Since A is not C 2 , K s A by Theorem 4.2. Assume that
w xu(¤ , w / 0 for some u, ¤ , w g U; then U s A by Lemma 5.5, and
w xU = K, K by Lemma 5.3.
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To obtain further consequences of the second case of Theorem 5.2, we
will need the following.
w w xxLEMMA 5.6. Let h be a symmetric element satisfying h, h, A s 0.
Then, if h is e¤en, then h g Z, and if h is odd, then h2 s 0.
w xProof. If h is even, then h g Z by Lemma 1.19 of 6 . Now suppose
that h is odd. For any a g A we have
aw x0 s h , h , a s h , ha y y1 ahŽ .
a a a 2 2s h ha y y1 ah q y1 ha y y1 ah h s h a y ah ;Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
2 2 w x 2 Žhence h g Z. Moreover, 2h s h, h g K ; thus h g Z l K s 0 ) is of
.the first kind .
w xTHEOREM 5.3. Let U be a Lie ideal of K such that u(¤ , w s 0 for all
u, ¤ , w g U. Then
Ž .i u(¤ g Z for all u, ¤ g U .0
Ž .ii u(¤ s 0 for all u, ¤ g U .1
Ž . Ž .2iii u(¤ s 0 for all u g U , ¤ g U .0 1
Ž .Moreo¤er, assertion ii is true for any Lie subsuperalgebra U of K such that
u(¤ g Z for all u, ¤ g U , i s 0, 1.i
w xProof. Let u, ¤ g U, h g H, k g K. By Lemma 5.1, u(¤ , h g U;
w w xx w x w xhence u(¤ , u(¤ , h s 0. On the other hand, u(¤ , k s u( ¤ , k q
k¤Ž . w x w w xx w xy1 u, k (¤ g U(U; hence U, u(¤ , k s 0. Similarly, U(U, U(U
w w xx w w xxs 0, and so u(¤ , u(¤ , k s 0. This proves that u(¤ , u(¤ , a s 0 for
Ž . Ž .all a g A. Now assertions i and iii follow immediately from Lemma 5.6.
It remains to show that if U is a Lie subsuperalgebra of K such that
U (U : Z for i s 0, 1, then u(¤ s 0 for any u, ¤ g U . Suppose, on thei i 1
contrary, that 0 / g s u(¤ g Z and notice first that
2 w x 2 w x w x2u s u , u , 2¤ s ¤ , ¤ , u , ¤ g U ;0
therefore
4 2 2 4 2 2 2 2 w x 2 w x 22u s u (u , 2¤ s ¤ (¤ , u (¤ , u , ¤ (u , u , ¤ (¤ g Z
by the assumption. We also have that
w 2 xu , ¤ s u( u(¤ s 2g u.Ž .
But then
3 2 w 2 x 2 w 4 x4g u s 2g u (u s u , ¤ (u s u , ¤ s 0;Ž .
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hence u3 s 0 and, analogously, ¤ 3 s 0. Now,
w 2 2 x 2 w 2 x 2 20 s u , u (¤ s u ( u , ¤ s u ( ¤ ( u(¤ s 2g u (¤ ;Ž . Ž .Ž .
therefore u2 (¤ s 0, and in the same way, ¤ 2 (u s 0. On the other hand,
2 2 2 2 2w x w x w x0 s u , u (¤ s u ( u , ¤ s u ( u , ¤ , ¤
2 2 2w x w x w xs u , ¤ (u , ¤ y u , ¤ ( u , ¤
w x w 2 x w xs y u , ¤ ( u , ¤ s y2g u , ¤ (u;
w x w xhence u, ¤ (u s 0 and, interchanging the role of u and ¤ , u, ¤ (¤ s 0.
We deduce from this that u¤u s ¤u¤ s 0, and thus
0 s u¤u2 s ¤u3 q u(¤ u2 s g u2 ,Ž .
2 w 2 xwhich implies that u s 0, and, consequently, 2g u s u , ¤ s 0. Hence
Ž .u s 9, a contradiction. This finally proves ii .
At this point, our study of Lie ideals will be divided into two cases. We
will consider first the case in which u2 s 0 for all u g U , and then the0
opposite case. Motivated by future applications to the Lie structure of
w xK, K , we will sometimes make slightly more general assumptions on U.
w w xxLEMMA 5.7. Let U be a Lie subsuperalgebra of K, such that U, U, K :
Ž . Ž . 2U and U satisfies the conclusions i ] iii of Theorem 5.3. If u s 0 for all
u g U , then U 4 s 0.0
Proof. Linearizing u2 s 0, we get u¤ q ¤u s 0 for all u, ¤ g U . Thus0
u¤u s y¤u2 s 0 for any u, ¤ g U . Given u, ¤ g U , k g K , then 2uku0 0 0
Ž . Ž . ww x x Ž 2 .s uk y ku u y u uk y ku s u, k , u g U for u s 0 ; hence uku g
U . But then ¤uku¤ s 0. Since ¤u s yu¤ , we arrive at u¤K u¤ s 0. Now0 0
Ž .U U Uu¤ s ¤ u s ¤u s yu¤ ; that is, u¤ g K . Thus for h g H , hu¤h g K ,0 0 0
and so u¤hu¤hu¤ g u¤K u¤ s 0. Given a g A , a s h q k, h g H , k g0 0 0
K ; whence u¤au¤au¤ s 0. The right ideal u¤A of A is such that every0 0 0
w xelement in it has cube 0. Since A is semiprime, by Lemma 1.1 of 5 this0
forces u¤ s 0; that is, U U s 0.0 0
w w xx Ž .Take elements w g U , k g K ; then w, w, k s w wk y kw q1 0
Ž . 2 2 w 2 x w w xxwk y kw w s w k y kw s w , k g U , U , K : U . On the other1 1 0 0
12 w x w xhand, w s w, w g U , U : U . However, U U s 0; hence 0 s1 1 0 0 02
2w 2 x 2Ž 2 2 . 2 2 2 2 2 2w w , k s w w k y kw s w w k y w kw . Notice that w w g
U U s 0; hence w2 kw2 s 0. That is, w2K w2 s 0. Let h g H . It is easy0 0 0 0
to see that hw2 h g K ; therefore w2 hw2 hw2 s 0. As above, A w2 is a nil0 0
left ideal of A in which every element has cube 0, from which we deduce0
2 Ž .2 2 2that w s 0. If also x g U , then 0 s w q x s w q x q wx q xw s1
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wx q xw. On the other hand, wx y xw s w( x g U (U s 0; hence wx s 0;1 1
i.e., U U s 0.1 1
w x w xLet u g U , w, x g U ; then w, u s wu y uw g U , U : U . Hence0 1 1 0 1
w x Ž .w, u x s wu y uw x s wux y uwx s wux g U U s 0. This proves that1 1
3 4 3 3U U U s 0. Therefore, U s U U U and U s U U q U U s 0.1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1
X XTHEOREM 5.4. Let K be a Lie ideal of K such that K s A and U a Lie
X Ž . Ž . 2ideal of K satisfying the conclusions i ] iii of Theorem 5.3. If u s 0 for
all u g U , then U s 0.0
X w xProof. Observe first that K = K, K by Lemma 5.3. Therefore,
w w xx w w xx w X xU, U, K : U, K, K : U, K : U, and U satisfies the conditions of
Lemma 5.7. By this lemma we have U 4 s 0. If U were nonzero, then by
Ž . XLemma 5.4 i applied to the subsuperspaces M s K and S s U, we would
3 2get, consequently, U s 0, U s 0, and U s 0, a contradiction.
Theorem 5.4 completes the case in which u2 s 0 for all u g U . We will0
henceforth assume that U satisfies the conclusions of Theorem 5.3 and
2 Žthat there exists an element u g U such that 0 / u s l g Z notice that0
12 Ž . Ž . .u s u(u g Z by part i of Theorem 5.3 . Since ) is a Z-superinvolu-2
Ž .tion for it is of the first kind , we may also assume, without loss of
generality, that U s ZU, i.e., that U is also a Z-subspace of K.
X XLEMMA 5.8. Suppose that K is a Lie ideal of K such that K s A and U is
X Ž . Ž .a Lie ideal of K satisfying conclusions i ] iii of Theorem 5.3. Assume also
that there exists an element u g U such that 0 / u2 s l g Z. Then U has0 0
 w x4 2 2a Z-basis of the form u, ¤ , u, ¤ , where 0 / u s l g Z, 0 / ¤ s m g Z,
and u(¤ s 0.
Proof. Consider the symmetric bilinear form f on the Z-vector space
Ž .U given by f ¤ (w s ¤ (w s ¤w q w¤ . Suppose first that there exists an0
element ¤ g U such that0
u(u u(¤det / 0.¤ (u ¤ (¤
Then we can choose ¤ g U satisfying 0 / ¤ 2 s m g Z and u(¤ s 0. We0
 w x4 w x2claim that u, ¤ , u, ¤ is a Z-basis of U . Indeed, since u, ¤ s y4lm g0
 4 Ž w x . w x w 2 x w xZ y 0 in particular, u, ¤ / 0 , u( u, ¤ s u , ¤ s 0, and ¤ ( u, ¤ s
w 2 xu, ¤ s 0, the matrix of f on the subspace V generated by u, ¤ and0
w xu, ¤ is
l 0 0
0 m 0A s 2 .
0 0 y4lm
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w xTherefore, u, ¤ and u, ¤ are linearly independent over Z, since det A s
2 2 Ž .Hy8l m / 0. Let U s V [ V be the orthogonal decomposition of U0 0 0 0
Ž .H w xwith respect to V and let x g V . Then 0 s x(u s x(¤ s x( u, ¤ .0 0
w x w w xxSince x anticommutes with u and ¤ , it commutes with u, ¤ ; i.e., x, u, ¤
w x w xs 0. Thus we end up with x u, ¤ s 0. But u, ¤ is invertible; hence
 w x4x s 0. This proves that u, ¤ , u, ¤ is a Z-basis of U with the desired0
properties.
Suppose now that
u(u u(¤det s 0.¤ (u ¤ (¤
Ž .Hfor every element ¤ g U . Let U s Zu [ Zu be the orthogonal de-0 0
Ž .Hcomposition of U with respect to Zu and let us set V s Zu .0 0
Let ¤ , w g V . If ¤ 2 / 0, then ¤ does not satisfy the above condition;0
hence ¤ 2 s 0 and linearizing ¤ (w s 0. On the other hand, since u
w x w w xxanticommutes with ¤ and w, it commutes with ¤ , w ; i.e., u, ¤ , w s 0.
w x w x w x w xBut u( ¤ , w s u(¤ , w y ¤ ( u, w s y¤ ( u, w g ¤ (U s 0; hence0
Ž . 22u ¤w s 0 and, u being invertible, ¤w s 0. This proves that V s 0.0
w x w 2 x 2 w xMoreover, u( u, ¤ s u , ¤ s 0, since u g Z; hence 2u¤ s u, ¤ g
Ž .HZ s V . This proves that uV : V .u 0 0 0
w x w X x ww x xWe claim that V s V , u s K , u . Indeed, let ¤ g V ; then u, ¤ , u0 0 0 0
w x w X x w X xs 2 u, ¤ u s y4l¤ g K , u , which implies that V : K , u . On the0 0 0
X w xother hand, if k g K , then u anticommutes with k, u g U ; hence0 0
w X x w x w x w X xK , u : V . In particular, V , u : V . Finally, since u, ¤ g K , u :0 0 0 0 0
ww x x w x w xV , y4l¤ s u, ¤ , u g V , u ; hence V : V , u .0 0 0 0
2 w x Ž .Now let u g U ; then 2u s u , u g U , and by conclusion iii of1 1 1 1 1 0
6 Ž 2 .2 4 Ž 2 .2Theorem 5.3 we have 4u s u (u s 0. Consider u s u s j g Z.1 1 1 1 1
2 Ž 6 2 .If j / 0, then u s 0 since 0 s u s j u , a contradiction. Thus j s 0.1 1 1
2 4 ŽLet us write u s zu q ¤ with z g Z, ¤ g V . We have 0 s u s zu q1 0 1
.2 2 2 2 Ž . 2 2 2¤ s z u q ¤ q z u(¤ s z , since ¤ g V s 0 and u(¤ s 0. But0
z 2 s 0 and z g Z imply z s 0; hence u2 s ¤ g V . Let also u g U .1 0 2 1
Ž Ž .. Ž .2 2 2Then 0 s u (u Theorem 5.3 ii ; therefore u q u s u q u q1 2 1 2 1 2
2u u g V with u2, u2 g V and hence u u g V . This proves that1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 0
U U : V .1 1 0
w x w xWe now claim that U, U s 0. Indeed, consider W s U, U , which is
obviously a Lie ideal of K X. Using the preceding paragraphs, we deduce
w x w x w x w xthat W s U , U q U , U : Zu q V , Zu q V q V : u, V q0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
V : V . However, V 2 s 0; hence w2 s 0 for all w g W . Clearly W0 0 0 0
satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 5.4; hence W s 0.
w X x w x w xWe arrive then at K , u s V s V , u : U, U s 0; hence U s Zu0 0 0
2 w x w X x w w X xxq U with U s 0, u, U s 0 and u, K s 0. Moreover, u, u, K :1 1 1 0 1
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w x X w x w 2 x w xu, U s 0, and if k g K , then u( u, k s u , k s 0. Therefore, u u, k1 1
w x w X xs 0, and since u is invertible, u, k s 0; i.e., u, K s 0.
X w xFinally, since K s A, we have u, A s 0; that is, u g Z, a contradiction.
COROLLARY 5.2. Under the conditions of Lemma 5.8, Q s Z q U is a0
Ž .Z-subalgebra of A such that Q s Q l, m , a generalized quaternion algebra
o¤er Z. Moreo¤er, the superin¤olution ) restricts to the standard in¤olution
on Q.
 w x4Proof. Notice that 1, u, ¤ , u, ¤ is a Z-basis of Q. Moreover, since
w x  4u(¤ s u¤ q ¤u s 0, u, ¤ s u¤ y ¤u s 2u¤ ; hence 1, u, ¤ , u¤ is also a
Z-basis of Q. We already have that 0 / u2 s l g Z, 0 / ¤ 2 s m g Z, and
Ž .¤u s yu¤ , hence Q s Q l, m is a generalized quaternion algebra over Z
Ž Ž .and a subalgebra of A and hence a graded subalgebra of A, where A0
.is considered as a superalgebra over Z .
With respect to the superinvolution, 1U s 1, uU s yu, ¤U s y¤ , and
Ž .U U Uu¤ s ¤ u s ¤u s yu¤ ; hence ) restricts to the standard involution
on Q.
We can now prove the following complement to Theorem 5.4.
X XTHEOREM 5.5. Let K be a Lie ideal of K such that K s A and U be a
X Ž . Ž .Lie ideal of K satisfying the conclusions i ] iii of Theorem 5.3. If there
2 Ž .exists an element u g U such that u / 0, then A is C 4 , where dim0 Z
w x X w xK s 8, dim K, K s 7, dim U s 6, and K is K or K, K .Z Z
 w x4Proof. By Lemma 5.8, U contains a Z-basis of the form u, ¤ , u, ¤ ,0
where 0 / u2 s l g Z, 0 / m g Z, and u(¤ s 0. Moreover, by the pre-
ceding corollary, Q s Z q U is a Z-subalgebra of A such that Q s0
Ž .Q l, m , and ) restricts to the standard involution on Q.
 < 4Now let P s p g A pq s qp, ;q g Q be the centralizer of Q in A.
Ž . UNotice that P is a graded subalgebra of A. Moreover, since Q : Q, it is
easy to see that PU : P. Since Q is finite-dimensional central simple over
Z, A s Q m P. In particular, Q and P being )-subalgebras of A, it isZ
< <clear that ) s ) m ) . We will henceforth write the tensor product byQ P
Ž .juxtaposition, for q m p corresponds to qp q g Q, p g P .
We will use the notation P s P l H, P s P l K, with which P sH K
P [ P . It is obvious that K s P q U P and H s P q U P . Now weH K K 0 H H 0 K
will prove some facts about P.
Ž . X w xWe first claim that P s Z. Observe that K = K, K by Lemma 5.3;H 0
w x w x w xtherefore, since U s U , U , we have U P s U , U P s U , U P :0 0 0 0 H 0 0 H 0 0 H
w x X Ž . w x w x w X xK, K : K . Let p g P ; then p u, ¤ s pu, ¤ g K , U : U . ThusH 0 0 0 0
w x w xp u, ¤ s a u q b ¤ q g u, ¤ , where a , b , g g Z. Now it is clear that
p s g g Z.
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Ž . Ž .We also claim that U P : U . Let p g P . Then 2mup s0 H 1 1 H 1
w x w x w X xu¤ , ¤ p s u¤ , ¤p g U , K : U . Analogously, 2l¤p g U . Finally,0 1 1 1
w x w x w X x2u¤p s u, ¤ p s u, ¤p g U , K : U . The desired containment is now0 1 1
easy to get.
Ž .2 Ž .We further claim that P s 0. Indeed, let p , p g P . ThenH 1 1 2 H 1
up , up , ¤p g U by the preceding paragraph. Since U (U s 0 by Theo-1 2 2 1 1 1
Ž .rem 5.3 ii , we have that
0 s up ( up s u2 p p y u2 p p s l p p y p p ;Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1
in the same way,
0 s up ( ¤p s u¤p p y ¤up p s u¤ p p q p p .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1
Ž .2Since u¤ is invertible, we deduce from this that p p s 0; hence P s 0.1 2 H 1
We know that P is a unital associative superalgebra with superinvolu-
<tion ) . Since A is nontrivial and simple, necessarily so is P. Moreover, itP
Ž . <is easy to see that Z P s Z. Furthermore, notice that ) is of the firstP0
Ž . Ž .2kind, for such is ). However, P s Z q P with P s 0; henceH H 1 H 1
w xP s P is not simple, and so P / P. By Theorem 1 of 2 , P must beH H H
Ž .C 2 . In this situation, analogous to that in the commentaries after
Ž < .Theorem 4.2, we conclude by Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 that P, ) isP
Ž Ž . .isomorphic to M 1 , trp as superalgebras over Z; that is, we may assume
Ž .that P s M 1 with superinvolution
t r p
a b d ybs .c ac d
Since A s Q m P, where Q is a quaternion algebra over Z, and P isZ
Ž . Ž .C 2 , it is straightforward to check that A must be C 4 . However, we will
get further consequences in this case, which will prove useful in the
following section.
Using the standard notation for unit matrices, we observe that P sH
Ž .Z q Ze and P s Z e y e q Ze . Since K s P q U q U e ,21 K 11 22 12 K 0 0 21
w x w xdim K s 8. On the other hand, it is easy to check that K, K s P , PZ K K
w xqU q U e s Ze q U q U e ; hence dim K, K s 7. Let us fi-0 0 21 12 0 0 21 Z
nally calculate the dimension of U over Z. On one hand, since K s0
Ž .Z e y e q U , dim K s 4; hence U / K for dim U s 3. As we11 22 0 Z 0 Z 0
Ž .have seen U P : U ; hence dim U G 3, and consequently, dim U0 H 1 1 Z 1 Z
G 6. If dim U s 7, then U s K s Ze q U e . In this case, sinceZ 1 1 12 0 21
Ž . Ž .U (U s 0, 0 s e ( ue s u e y e , which is absurd. Moreover,1 1 12 21 11 22
dim U / 8 for U / K. Hence dim U s 6. It is also clear that K XZ Z
w xcoincides with K or K, K .
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We finally arrive at the main theorem on the Lie structure of K when
the superinvolution is of the first kind.
THEOREM 5.6. If the superin¤olution ) is of the first kind and U is a
w x Ž .nontri¤ial Lie ideal of K, then U = K, K , except if A is C 4 .
Ž . w xProof. Suppose first that A is not C 2 . If U = K, K , we are finished.
w xIn the contrary case, u(¤ , w s 0 for all u, ¤ , w g U by virtue of Theo-
Ž .rem 5.2. In particular, U satisfies the hypotheses and so the conclusion of
Theorem 5.3. Furthermore, K s A by Theorem 4.2, so in the case where
u2 s 0 for all u g U , Theorem 5.4 with K X s K implies U s 0, which0
contradicts the hypothesis that U is nontrivial.
2 ŽIf there exists u g U such that 0 / u , then by Theorem 5.5. again0
X . Ž .with K s K , we obtain that A s C 4 , which is an exceptional case. We
have already seen that in this case the theorem is not true.
Ž . Ž .Suppose now that A is C 2 . By Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, A, ) is
Ž Ž . .isomorphic to M 1 , trp as superalgebras over Z. As in the commentaries
after Theorem 4.2,
a bK s K M 1 , trp s a, b g Z .Ž .Ž . ½ 50 ya
w xIt is straightforward to check that K, K s K , and that the only nontriv-1
w xial Lie ideals of K are K itself and K, K . Therefore, a superalgebra like
this satisfies the statement of the theorem.
In the proof of Theorem 5.5 we have described a superalgebra A that is
Ž .C 4 and is in fact a counterexample to the property expressed by Theorem
5.6. A more natural way of presenting a counterexample of this sort is to
Ž .consider the superalgebra A s M 2 with the superinvolution ) s trp.
Indeed, straightforward calculations show that the only nontrivial Lie
Ž Ž . . Žideals of K s K M 2 , trp are the following ones here tr denotes the
.trace of a matrix :
A B t tK s B s B , C s yC , dim K s 8;t½ 5C yA
A B t tw x w xK , K s trA s 0, B s B , C s yC , dim K , K s 7;t½ 5C yA
A B tU s trA s 0, B s B , dim U s 6.t½ 50 yA
Ž .As far as the superalgebra A s M 2 with the superinvolution ) s osp is
concerned, it is not a counterexample to this theorem, as we shall see later.
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Finally, we may join Theorems 5.1 and 5.6 together, omitting the
hypotheses on the superinvolution.
Ž .THEOREM 5.7. Suppose that A is not C n for n s 2 or 4. If U is a Lie
w xideal of K, then either U : Z or U = K, K .
w x6. LIE STRUCTURE OF K, K
As in the previous section, we begin our study of the Lie structure of
w xK, K in the case in which ) is of the second kind.
THEOREM 6.1. If the superin¤olution ) is of the second kind and U is a
w x w x Ž .Lie ideal of K, K , then either U : Z or U s K, K , except if A is C n for
n s 2 or 3.
Proof. Let 0 / q g Z . By Lemma 3.1, H s qK. Thus A s K q qKK
w x w x w x Ž 2 .and A, A s K, K q q K, K notice that q g Z and Z K s K .H H
Let us consider the Z-subspace ZU generated by U. We claim that
w x w w xx w w xxZU is a Lie ideal of A, A . Indeed, ZU, A, A s ZU, K, K q
w w xx w w xxZU, q K, K : Z U, K, K : ZU.
Ž .Suppose that A is not C n for n s 2 or 3. Then we may apply Theorem
w x w x3.2 of 9 to conclude that either ZU : Z or ZU s A, A . In the first cse
it is clear that U : Z.
w x w xSo suppose that ZU s A, A . Then Z U q qZ U s ZU s A, A sH H
w x w x w xK, K q q K, K ; hence Z U s K, K , for Z U is the skew part of ZU.H H
Assume that A is not commutative; then by the corollary of Theorem0
w x ww x w xx5.1, K, K s K, K , K, K . Therefore, we have in this case U =
w w xx w w xx w w xx ww x w xx w xU, K, K s U, Z K, K s Z U, K, K s K, K , K, K s K, K ;H H
w xthat is, U s K, K .
Finally, suppose that A is commutative; then again by the corollary of0
w xTheorem 5.1, we have K, K s Z . It is clear in this case that every LieK
w xideal of K, K is contained in Z.
With this theorem out of the way, we can focus our attention on the
case of superinvolutions of the first kind. While many of the results to
follow hold irrespective of the nature of the superinvolution, we hence-
forth assume in this section that the superinvolution ) is of the first kind.
Ž . w xLEMMA 6.1. If A is not C 2 , then K, K / 0.
Ž .Proof. Since A is not C 2 , K s A by Theorem 4.2. Suppose, contrary
w xto our claim, that K, K s 0. Let 0 / k g K ; then the subspaces S s Fk1
2 w xand M s K satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 5.4. We have 2k s k, k s
Ž .0; hence by Lemma 5.4 i k s 0, a contradiction. Thus K s 0 and1
K s K : Z. Since A s K, we also have A s A , which contradicts our0 0
assumption that the superalgebra A is nontrivial.
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The previous lemma is valid without any assumption on the superinvolu-
Ž . w xtion. However, if A is C 2 and ) is of the first kind, then K, K / 0, as
deduced from the last paragraph of the proof of Theorem 5.6.
w xThe following theorem about generation of A by K, K is analogous to
Theorem 4.2.
Ž . w xTHEOREM 6.2. Suppose that A is not C 2 . Then K , K s A.
w xProof. We first notice that K, K is a Lie ideal of K, which is
Ž .nontrivial by Lemma 6.1, since A is not C 2 .
w xw xBy Lemma 5.5, either K , K s A or u(¤ , w s 0 for all u, ¤ , w g
w xK, K . In the first case we are finished, so suppose the second. If we write
w x Ž . Ž .U s K, K , then by Theorems 5.2 and 5.3 U satisfies conclusions i ] iii
of Theorem 5.3. Since U / 0, by Theorems 5.4 and 5.5 applied to U and
X Ž . w xK s K, we conclude that A s C 4 and dim K, K s 7, dim U s 6.Z Z
w xBut then U / K, K , a contradiction.
Ž . w xw xNotice also that if A is C 2 , then K , K / A for K, K : K and
Ž .K / A see the commentaries after Theorem 4.2 .
w xThe remain of the section is devoted to proving that K, K is a simple
Lie superalgebra.
Ž . w x w x w xLEMMA 6.2. If A is not C 2 , then K, A s H, A s A, A .
Proof. Let B be a subsuperspace of A such that B s A. It is straight-
forward to check, by induction on n, that if a g A and b , . . . , b g B1 n
Ž .n G 1 , then
n
Ž .Ž .b q ??? qb aqb q ??? qbi n 1 iy1w xa, b ??? b s y y1Ž .Ý1 n
is1
w x= b , b ??? b ab ??? b .k iq1 n 1 iy1
w n x w xWe deduce from this that B , A : B, A for all n G 1. Consequently,
w x w x w xA, A s B, A : B, A , and equality holds.
Ž .In particular, since A is not C 2 , K s H s A by Theorem 4.2 and
w x w x w x w xTheorem 1 of 2 ; hence K, A s H, A s A, A .
Ž . w x w x w xLEMMA 6.3. If A is not C 2 , then K, K s H, H and A, A s
w x w x w x w xH, K q K, K . In particular, K, K s A, A l K.
w x w x w xProof. By Lemma 6.2, K, A s H, A s A, A . We deduce from this
w x w x w x w x w x w xthat K, K : A, A s H, A s H, H q K s H, H q H, K . But
w x w x w x w xH, H : K and H, K : H; hence K, K : H, H . Analogously,
w x w x w x w x w x w xH, H : A, A s K, A s K, H q K s K, K q H, K ; hence
w x w xH, H : K, K and equality holds.
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w x w x w xThe equality A, A s H, K q K, K was already proved. Moreover,
w x w xnotice that H, K : H and K, K : K ; hence the above sum is direct,
w x w xand evidently K, K s A, A l K.
Ž .LEMMA 6.4. Suppose that A is not C n for n s 2 or 4. If U is a Lie
w x w xideal of K, K , then either U s A or U, U s 0.
w xProof. Let u g U, U , k g K. Notice that u is a sum of elements of
w x ww x x w w xxthe form x, y with x, y g U; moreover, x, y , k s x, y, k q
k yŽ . ww x x w x w x w x w xy1 x, k , y g U, since x, k , y, k g U, K : K, K . This proves
w x w x w x w xthat u, K : U. Let also ¤ g U, U . u( ¤ , k s u( ¤ , k q
k¤Ž . w x w x w x w xy1 u, k (¤ g U since u, k , ¤ , k g U. We have then that u(¤ , K
: U. Now take h g H and notice that u( h, ¤ ( h g K ( H : K. Taking
u¤w x w x Ž . w xthis into account, we obtain that u(¤ , h s u, ¤ ( h q y1 ¤ , u( h g
w x w xU. Thus u(¤ , H : U. In fact, since A q H [ K, u(¤ , A : U. Finally,
Žuq¤ .aw x w x Ž . w xlet w g U, a g A. Then u(¤ , aw s u(¤ , a w q y1 a u(¤ , w g
w x w xU; but clearly, u(¤ , a w g U. Hence also a u(¤ , w g U; that is,
w xA u(¤ , w : U.
Ž . w xSince A is not C 2 , K , K s A by Theorem 6.2. Putting in Lemma
Ž . w x w x5.4 ii M s K, K , S s U, a s u(¤ , w , we conclude that either U s A
w x w xor u(¤ , w s 0 for all u, ¤ g U, U , w g U.
w xIf U s A, then we are finished. So suppose that u(¤ , w s 0 for all
w x w xu, ¤ g U, U , w g U. Then it is obvious that u(¤ , w s 0 for all u, ¤ g
w x w x w xU, U , w g U; that is, if u, ¤ g U, U , then u(¤ , U s 0. However, as we
w x w w xxhave seen, u(¤ , A : U; hence u(¤ , u(¤ , A s 0. By Lemma 5.6, we
deduce from here that if u and ¤ are of the same parity, then u(¤ g Z;
Ž .2and if u and ¤ are of distinct parity, then u(¤ s 0. Moreover, the final
part of the conclusion of Theorem 5.3 implies that u(¤ s 0 for any odd
w x w xelements u, ¤ g U, U ; hence the graded space U, U satisfies conclusions
Ž . Ž .i ] iii of Theorem 5.3.
w x w x X w xIt is clear that U, U is a Lie ideal of K, K ; so, putting K s K, K ,
w x w xU s U, U in Theorems 5.4 and 5.5, we obtain that either U, U s 0 or
Ž .A s C 4 . But the last possibility contradicts our assumptions; hence,
w xfinally, U, U s 0.
Ž .LEMMA 6.5. Suppose that A is not C n for n s 2 or 4. If U is a proper
w x ww x w xxLie ideal of K, K , then U, U , U, U s 0.
ww x w xxProof. Suppose, on the contrary, that U, U , U, U / 0. Then, by
w xw xLemma 6.4, U, U s A. Now take B s U, U in the proof of Lemma 6.2
ww x x w x ww x x ww x xto obtain U, U , A s A, A . Therefore, U, U , K q U, U , H s
ww x x w x w x w x Ž .U, U , A s A, A s K, K q H, K Lemma 6.3 . Comparing the
ww x x w xskew parts in this expression, we get U, U , K s K, K . However, fol-
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ww x xlowing the proof of Lemma 6.4, we get, as in the proof, that U, U , K : U.
w xHence K, K : U, contradicting the hypothesis that U is proper.
w xTo prove now that K, K is simple, it suffices to prove that if V is a Lie
w x w xideal of K, K such that V, V s 0, then V s 0.
Ž . w xLEMMA 6.6. Suppose that A is not C 2 . If V is a Lie ideal of K, K
w xsuch that V, V s 0, then V s 0.
Proof. We sketch the proof in 12 steps.
2 w x 21. ¤ s 0 for all ¤ g V . Indeed, if ¤ g V , then 0 s ¤ , ¤ s ¤ q1 1
¤ 2 s 2¤ 2; hence ¤ 2 s 0.
w x2. ¤ ¤ K, K : A¤ q A¤ for all ¤ , ¤ g V. Indeed, let ¤ , ¤1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
¤ k2w x w w xx Ž .g V and let k g K, K . 0 s ¤ , ¤ , k s ¤ ¤ k y y1 ¤ k¤ y1 2 1 2 1 2
¤ Ž¤ qk . Ž¤ , ¤ , k .1 2 1 2Ž . Ž . w xy1 ¤ k¤ q y1 k¤ ¤ ; hence ¤ ¤ K, K : A¤ q A¤ .2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2
3. ¤ ¤ ¤ K : A¤ q A¤ q A¤ for all ¤ , ¤ , ¤ g V. Indeed, let1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
w x¤ , ¤ , ¤ g V and let k g K. By step 2, ¤ ¤ ¤ , k s ¤ ¤ ¤ k y1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
¤ k3Ž .y1 ¤ ¤ k¤ g A¤ q A¤ ; hence ¤ ¤ ¤ K : A¤ q A¤ q A¤ .1 2 3 1 2 1 2 3 1 2 3
4. ¤ ¤ ¤ ¤ A : A¤ q A¤ q A¤ q A¤ for all ¤ , ¤ , ¤ , ¤ g V.1 2 2 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
w xIndeed, let ¤ , ¤ , ¤ , ¤ g V and let k g K. By step 3, ¤ ¤ ¤ ¤ , k s1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
¤ k4Ž .¤ ¤ ¤ ¤ k y y1 ¤ ¤ ¤ k¤ g ¤ ¤ ¤ K : A¤ q A¤ q A¤ ; hence1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 1 2 3
¤ ¤ ¤ ¤ k g A¤ q A¤ q A¤ q A¤ . Now let h g H. By step 3 again, and1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
Ž .taking into account that ¤ ( h g K ( H : K, we get that ¤ ¤ ¤ ¤ ( h s4 1 2 3 4
¤ h4Ž .¤ ¤ ¤ ¤ H q y1 ¤ ¤ ¤ h¤ g ¤ ¤ ¤ K : A¤ q A¤ q A¤ ; hence1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 1 2 3
¤ ¤ ¤ ¤ h g A¤ q A¤ q A¤ q A¤ . Consequently, ¤ ¤ ¤ ¤ A : A¤ q1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1
A¤ q A¤ q A¤ .2 3 4
5. For every ¤ g V , either ¤ 3 s 0 or ¤ is invertible. Indeed, given0
¤ g V , ¤ 4A : A¤ by step 4. If ¤ 4 / 0, then, since A is simple, A s A¤ 4A0
: A¤ ; hence A s A¤ and ¤ is invertible. Now suppose that ¤ 4 s 0. By
2w x 2w x 3 4step 2, ¤ K, K : A¤ ; hence ¤ K, K ¤ : A¤ s 0. Thus, if k g K ,0
2w x 3 2Ž . 3 3 3 2 4 3 3 30 s ¤ ¤ , k ¤ s ¤ ¤k y k¤ ¤ s ¤ k¤ y ¤ k¤ s ¤ k¤ . Since ¤ g K ,0
w x 3we finally deduced from the remark on page 43 of 5 that ¤ s 0.
6. If char F s p G 3 and ¤ g V , then ¤ 3 s 0. Indeed, let ¤ g V0 0
w x w w xx w x w xand k g K, K . It is clear that 0 s ¤ , ¤ , k ; hence ¤ ¤ , k s ¤ , k ¤ .
w n x ny1w xUsing this, it is easily checked by induction on n that ¤ , k s n¤ ¤ , k
w p x py1w xfor all n G 1. Since char F s p, ¤ , k s p¤ ¤ , k s 0 for all k g
pw x w xw xK, K . However, by Theorem 6.2, K , K s A; hence ¤ , a s 0 for all
p Ž p.U Ž U . p Ž . pa g A and thus ¤ g Z. On the other hand, ¤ s ¤ s y¤ s
Ž . p p p py1 ¤ s y¤ for p is odd. Consequently, ¤ g Z l K s 0; since ¤ is
nilpotent, it must be ¤ 3 s 0 by step 5.
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7. If char F s 0 and A is a simple algebra, the ¤ 3 s 0 for all
w x¤ g V . Indeed, let ¤ g V and consider the derivation d s ¤ , . of A. It is0 0
w w w xxxevident, by the hypothesis on V, that V, V, V, K s 0; in particular
3Ž .d K s 0. A straightforward calculation using Leibnitz' formula shows
5Ž . 5Ž . 4Ž .that d K ( K s 0. Equivalently, d H s 0 by Theorem 4.3; thus d A
w xs 0. Applying now the fundamental theorem of 4 , we conclude that there
Ž . Ž .3 Ž Ž .exists z g Z A s Z such that ¤ y z s 0 notice that Z A s Z, since
Ž . .if Z A / 0, then ) is of the second kind by Lemma 3.2 . Spreading this1
3 2 Ž 2 3. 3 2expression, we obtain 0 s ¤ q 3¤z y 3¤ z q z with ¤ q 3¤z g K
and 3¤ 2 z q z 3 g H; therefore 0 s ¤ 3 q 3¤z 2 s 3¤ 2 z q z 3. If z s 0, then
¤ 3 s 0, and we are finished. So suppose that z / 0. Since 3¤ 2 z s yz 3 g Z,
2 w x w x w x w 2 xwe have ¤ g Z. Now let k g K, K . Then ¤ ¤ , k q ¤ , k ¤ s ¤ , k s 0
w w xx w x w x w xand 0 s ¤ , ¤ , k s ¤ ¤ , k y ¤ , k ¤ ; hence ¤ ¤ , k s 0. If ¤ is nilpotent,
then ¤ 3 s 0 by step 5. On the contrary, ¤ is invertible by step 5 again;
w x w x w xhence ¤ , k s 0. Since this happens for every k g K, K and K , K s A
by Theorem 6.2, it is obvious that ¤ g Z. But ¤ is skew; hence ¤ s 0, a
contradiction.
8. If A is simple, then V s 0. Simply notice that the hypotheses of0 0
w x Ž < .Lemma 2.11 of 5 hold for the Lie ideal V of K s K A , ) .A0 0 0 0
9. V 8 s 0. Indeed, let us first take into account that if ¤ g V , then0 0
3 Ž w x.¤ s 0 by steps 6, 7, and 8 use Lemma 3 of 10 . Let ¤ , ¤ , ¤ , ¤ g V .1 2 3 4 0
By step 4, assuming that ¤ ¤ ¤ ¤ / 0 and taking into account the simplic-1 2 3 4
ity of A, A s A¤ ¤ ¤ ¤ A : A¤ q A¤ q A¤ q A¤ . In particular, there1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
exist a , a , a , a g A such that 1 s a ¤ q a ¤ q a ¤ q a ¤ . We de-1 2 3 4 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4
duce from this, since the ¤ commute and ¤ 3 s 0 for all i, that ¤ 2 ¤ 2 ¤ 2 ¤ 2i i 1 2 3 4
s 1¤ 2 ¤ 2 ¤ 2 ¤ 2 s 0. It is obvious that the same occurs if ¤ ¤ ¤ ¤ s 0.1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
Linearizing this identity, we finally obtain that ¤ w ¤ w ¤ w ¤ w s 0 for1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4
all ¤ , ¤ , ¤ , ¤ w , w , w , w g V ; that is, V 8 s 0.1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 0 0
10. V 4 s 0. Suppose, on the contrary, that there exist ¤ , ¤ , ¤ , ¤ g1 1 2 3 4
V such that ¤ ¤ ¤ ¤ / 0. As in step 9, we deduce from step 4 that there1 1 2 3 4
exist a , a , a , a g A such that 1 s a ¤ q a ¤ q a ¤ q a ¤ . We con-1 2 3 4 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4
2 Ž .clude from this, since the ¤ anticommute and ¤ s 0 for all i by step 1 ,i i
that ¤ ¤ ¤ ¤ s 1¤ ¤ ¤ ¤ s 0, a contradiction.1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
11 w x11. V s 0. Indeed, it suffices to note that V , V s 0 and that, by0 1
steps 9 and 10, V 8 s V 4 s 0.0 1
w x12. V s 0. Indeed, let ¤ g V and k g K, K . Notice that ¤k s
¤ kŽ . w x w xy1 k¤ q ¤ , k g AV; hence VA : AV for K , K s A. It is easy to
obtain from this by induction on n that V nA : AV n for all n G 1, and
Ž .n nhence that AVA : AV for all n G 1. In particular, for n s 11,
Ž .11 11AVA : AV s 0 by step 11. Since A is semiprime, we conclude from
this that AVA s 0, and hence that V s 0.
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We arrive finally at the fundamental theorem on the ideal structure of
w xK, K in the case in which ) is of the first kind.
w xTHEOREM 6.3. If the superin¤olution ) is of the first kind, then K, K is
Ž .a simple Lie superalgebra, except if A is C n for n s 2 or 4.
w xProof. Let U be a proper Lie ideal of K, K . By Lemma 6.5,
ww x w xx w x w xU, U , U, U s 0. Now applying Lemma 6.6 to the ideal U, U of K, K ,
w xwe obtain that U, U s 0. Finally, applying the same lemma again, now to
the ideal U, we obtain that U s 0.
w x ww x w xxFurther notice that K, K / 0 by Lemma 6.1; hence K, K , K, K / 0
w xby Lemma 6.6. That is, K, K does not have trivial multiplication.
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . .If A is C 2 , then we may assume that A, ) s M 1 , trp , considering
A as a superalgebra over Z. As was seen in the last paragraph of the proof
w x w xof Theorem 5.6, in this case K, K s K ; hence K, K has trivial multipli-1
Žcation although it is one-dimensional over Z and hence it has no nontriv-
.ial proper ideals .
Ž .On the other hand, there are in fact examples in which A is C 4 and
w xK, K is not a simple Lie superalgebra, as may easily be checked from the
commentaries that follow Theorem 5.6.
As in the previous section, we may join Theorems 6.1 and 6.3 together,
omitting the hypotheses on the superinvolution. We arrive in this way at
the main theorem of the paper.
Ž .THEOREM 6.4. Suppose that A is not C n for n s 2, 3, or 4. If U is a
w xproper Lie ideal of K, K , then U : Z.
As a corollary of Theorems 5.6 and 6.3, we obtain that the Lie superal-
w xgebras of skew elements that appear in Kac's classification 8 are always
Žsimple, irrespective of the characteristic of the ground field different from
.2 and of whether it is algebraically closed. That is, we have the following
result.
THEOREM 6.5. The following Lie superalgebras are simple:
Ž . Ž Ž < . . w Ž Ž < . . Ž Ž < . .xi K M r s , osp s K M r s , osp , K M r s , osp for all r, s G
Ž .1 s s 2 t is necessarily e¤en .
Ž . w Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . .xii K M r , trp , K M r , trp for all r G 3.
Ž < . Ž .Proof. Let us write A s M r s ; in particular, A s M r is obtained
w xfor s s r. It may be proved 8 that
A Bw xA , A s trA s trD ,½ 5C D
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w xwhere tr denotes the trace of a matrix. A, A consists exactly of the
matrices of supertrace 0, the supertrace str of a matrix being defined by
A Bstr s trA y trD.ž /C D
Let us consider the superinvolution ) s osp on A. s s 2 t necessarily is
w x w xeven. By Lemma 6.3, K, K s A, A l K. However, because of the
Ž .definition of the orthosymplectic superinvolution see Example 3.1 , every
matrix
A B g K
C D
satisfies A s yHy 1AtH , D s yKy 1D tK . In particular, trA s
Ž y1 t . Ž y1 t. Ž t.tr yH A H s ytr HH A s ytr A s ytrA; hence trA s 0, and
w x w xanalogously, trD s 0. This proves that K : A, A and hence that K, K
w xs K. Now, by virtue of Theorem 5.6, K, K s K has no nontrivial proper
Ž . Žideals, except if A is C 4 which may happen only if r s s s 2 for s is
.even . However, in the exceptional case of the above-mentioned theorem,
w xwe must have dim K s 8 and dim K, K s 7 which is a contradiction.Z Z
Ž .This proves i .
ŽNow let us consider the superinvolution ) s trp on A in particular,
. w x w xs s r . By Lemma 6.3 again, K, K s A, A l K ; hence
A B t tw xK , K s trA s 0, B s B , C s yC .t½ 5C yA
Ž . w xIf r G 3, then A is not C n for n s 2 or 4, and, by Theorem 6.3, K, K is
Ž .a simple Lie superalgebra. This proves ii .
w Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . .xNotice also that K M r , trp , K M r , trp is not a simple Lie superal-
gebra if r s 1 or 2, as may be deduced from the proof of Theorem 5.6 and
the commentaries which follow it.
Finally, it is worth mentioning the Clifford flavor of all of the counterex-
amples to the theorems in this paper. Perhaps a classification of superinvo-
lutions in Clifford superalgebras might throw some light on this.
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